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The design of a multiple gene expression system allows the co-expression of several nucleic
sequences in target cells. Traditional methods lead to unpredictable and non-reproducible
gene expression levels or phenotype modifications of cells. For these reasons, Vectalys has
developed a new solution for an efficient and cost-friendly multiple gene expression. This
new method is called mono-transduction.

Multiple gene expression
Commonly used to simultaneously express an assortment of proteins, this method has
already proven its efficacy in a lot of applications. From research to clinical
investigations, one can study functions of targeted genes, reprogram or differentiate
cells, study signal pathways or perform genome engineering using CRISPR or TALEN.
Co-expression of proteins in mammalian cells has traditionally relied on cotransfection of plasmids carrying one or maybe two gene expression cassettes. It
becomes more challenging when you are trying to express three or more proteins. This
is especially true in primary cells, which are deemed to be delicate cells, undergoing
phenotypes modifications due to antibiotic selection and multiple transfections or
transductions.
Therefore, to achieve multiple gene expression with three or more proteins into
primary cells, several methods are available using lentiviral vectors (LV):
Multiple transduction (there are as many batches as genes of interest)
Poly-cistronic systems (T2A, IRES, multiple promoters…)
Mono-transduction (one batch of LV with several genes of interest)
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To summarize: the co-transfection method has a low gene transfer efficiency on
primary cells and allows the expression of one or two genes of interest. Regarding
polycistronic sequences, each system shows its own limit:
T2A system: Residues that the 2A peptides leave behind may inhibit function of
proteins.
IRES sequence are unpredictable in term of expression level for each gene of
interest.
Multi-promoters systems: several promoters inside the same particle may lead
to gene expression decrease (due to bad interaction between two promoters)
and different level of expression for each gene.
With this in mind, we recommend the use of multiple transduction or monotransduction methods to express with high efficiency a bunch of proteins.

1. Multiple transduction with various lentiviral vectors batches

F IGURE 1: MULTIPLE TRANSDUCTION OF CELLS WITH TWO GENES OF INTEREST .

Multiple transduction is an expensive method to co-express several genes of interest,
because one needs to produce as many batches as genes of interest. In the example
illustrated above, there are two genes of interest into two different batches. Therefore,
the two batches will be used, one after the other, to transduce cells also implying a
much longer experimentation time than mono-transduction. If you decide to transduce
your cells of interest with both batches at once, you will certainly save time, but the
optimal MOI for each batch may be toxic for your cells.

2. Mono-transduction with one lentiviral vector batch
Vectalys has developed a new system for an efficient and cost-friendly multiple gene
expression. This method, called mono-transduction, is similar to the technology
developed for library testing.
Mono-transduction allows multiple gene expression using one batch of lentiviral
vectors. The mono-transduction offer works with two or more genes of interest
depending on your needs.
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F IGURE 2: M ONO - TRANSDUCTION OF CELLS WITH TWO GENES OF INTEREST .

Vectalys, expert in lentiviral vectors production, has successfully developed this new
multi-expression system. Plasmids carrying different lentiviral expression cassettes
are co-transfected simultaneously and lentiviral vectors expressing different
sequences of interest are harvested. Lentiviral particles are then highly purified and
concentrated in order to provide a multi-expression batch that can simply be used to
transduce any target cells (data below).

3. Mono-transduction compared to multiple-transduction

F IGURE 3: C ELLS ARE EITHER MULTI - TRANSDUCED BY BOTH EF1- ZSGREEN AND EF1- MCHERRY LENTIVIRAL EXPRESSING
BATCHES OR MONO -TRANSDUCED BY ONE BATCH CONTAINING EF 1- ZSGREEN AND EF 1- MCHERRY . C ELLS WERE
ANALYSED 48 H POST - TRANSDUCTION BY CYTOMETRY .

F IGURE 4: C ELLS ARE EITHER MULTI - TRANSDUCED BY EF1- ZSGREEN , EF 1- MCHERRY AND EF1- BFP LENTIVIRAL

EXPRESSING BATCHES OR MONO - TRANSDUCED BY ONE BATCH CONTAINING EF 1- ZSGREEN , EF 1-MCHERRY AND EF 1- BFP .
C ELLS WERE ANALYSED 48 H POST -TRANSDUCTION BY CYTOMETRY .
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These data show that the percentage of bicolor or tricolor cells is substantially the
same using both methods, demonstrating that mono-transduction is as efficient as
multiple transduction. The results also show that the MOI must be increased to lead to
a multi-expression in a single cell, especially for 3 genes or more.

4. Benefits of mono-transduction VS multiple transduction
A. Only one transduction is required to express several genes of interest into
target cells (B) (time saving method).

B. Each sequence of interest can be driven independently
Since each single sequence of interest is carried by an independent plasmid, you can
design each expression cassette as expected to lead to a constitutive, inducible or
specific expression for example. This means that you can simultaneously express in the
same batch:


Tet3G transactivator and your gene of interest driven by the Tet3G promoter

F IGURE 5: PLASMID MAPS FOR TET -3G INDUCIBLE SYSTEM CARRYING YOUR GENE OF INTEREST
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Two reporters or two genes respectively driven by a specific promoter

F IGURE 6: I N VIVO LOCAL GENETIC MODIFICATION IN MOUSE BRAIN WITH SPECIFIC- ASTROCYTES
EXPRESSION OF GFAP PROMOTER DRIVEN ( GFP REPORTER ) AND SPECIFIC - NEURONS EXPRESSION OF
SYNAPSIN PROMOTER DRIVEN ( DSRED REPORTER ).

F IGURE 7: TRANSDUCTION OF CNS CELLS USING PROMOTERS SPECIFIC TO ASTROCYTES (GFAP + GFP ) AND
NEURONS ( SYN + DSRED )
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Several guides and Cas9 to silent target genes

F IGURE 8: PLASMID MAPS FOR CAS 9 CONSTRUCTS AND TWO GUIDES TO SILENT GENE EXPRESSION

C. The use of one batch carrying all your sequences of interest allows a costfriendly production.
If you need more details about this offer or if you have any questions for your project,
do not hesitate to contact us at tech@vectalys.com.

